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Performed before 1970·, experimental investigations into 

process of muon transfer from mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes in 

their ground states to nuclei of elements with Z > 1 

Hµ + Z - zµ + H; (H = p, d, t), (1) 

indicated that at admixtur·e concentrations Cz 10-5 -10-3 muons 

are transferred to atoms of all elements studied except He, for 

which it is suppressed by several orders of_ magnitude (1-3). The 

and 

which 

reason (4, 5) is that there are no intersections 

pseudointersections between the molecular term 2p(J, 

corresponds to a system like Hµ + He, and the term of the system 

Heµ+ H. 

As to muon transfer from excited mu-:-atoms· of hydrogen 

isotopes to He nuclei, no theoretical calculation were published, 

and only one experimental paper (6) appeared reporting estimated 

rate of the muon transfer from excited dµ-atoms {dµ)* + 
4He - 4Heµ + d to be (A: >*·~ 1011 s-1• It is also known that 

Be 
there exists n--meson transfer from excited pil--atome to He nuclei 

(7). 

In 1977 an experiment (8) was carried out at Dubna to 

for possible muon transfer from pµ-atoms in excited states to 

nuclei (( pµ) * + 4He - 4Heµ + p) . The transfer rate ( 1~) * .was 

determined by analysing yields of muon decay electrons and 

meso-X-ray f-guanta of Xeµ-atoms with energy Et. 3.8 MeV 

(resulting from muon transfer from pµ-atoms to xenon nuclei used 
-5 

as an admixture with Cxe ~ 10 ). These yields were measured in 

expos:ures with pure hyd:r:ogen, ~+Xe and ~+Xe+4He mixtures. 

The experiment (8) was'carried out at a set-up schematically 

shown in Fig. 1. There were three measurement series with 

different initial pressures of hydrogen and relative 

concentrations of helium <Gae = lluallle, where llea and r; are the 

numbers of helium and hydrogen atoms in cm3). The initial 

hydrogen pressure varied from 16.5 to 24.6 atm, and 4He 

concentration from 0.05 to 1.03. After processing of the 



experimental data it was 

d * 

found that (A~)* ie large and 

in [6]. 

close in 

value to (A4 ) obtained 
He 

In 1980 a group of 
another mechanism of muon transfer from 

theorists from LINP and 

mu-atoms 

JINR 
of 

assumed 

hydrogen 

~· ; - ~· 
isotopes in the g'rouna state to He nuclei. Thie is a molecular 

[9]. charge exchange mechanism 

The principle of the mechanism ie 

and He nuclei 

molecules "(HeHµ) 

as follows. Collisions 

between hydrogen mu-atoms 

c_omplexee. which are muon 

result 

in the 

in intermediate 

excited state 

i--
..._ L 

I 

l ..-.. 

Fig. 1. Lay-out of the regis

tration equipment in the muon 

beam: 1-3 - monitoring scin

tillation detectors; 4, 5-

CsI(Tl) scintillators; 

6-stopping filter; "e", '"'{" -

detectors for.electrons 

f-quanta, respectively. 

and 

2p(1, and the released binding energy of the muon molecule 

carried away by a conversion electron 

.Hµ + He - [(HeHµ)*e-]+ + e-, (H = p,d,t). 
(2a) 

is 

Then the muon molecule goes from the excited state 2p(1 

ground.state lsO either with electron conversion 

to the 

* - + ++ [ (HeHµ) e ] - (HeHµ) + e 

or with (-quantum emission 

) * - + ++ -[(HeHµ e ] - [(HeHµ) e ] + t (6.85 keV). 

the Since there are no bound states in .the term leO of 

system, it dissociates into a hydrogen isotope nucleus 

helium.mu-atom 

~---, 

2 .c ~ 
-' ~ ·:. 

-~t9 ~Lf. 

.. _ J: ... , 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(HeHµ)++ 

and a 

··:, 

. (HeHµ)++ - (Heµ)++ H. (2d) 

Consideration of the mechanism [9] yielded .a conc_lusion that the 

muon transfer rate from', the ground state of pJl(dµ. tµ)-atoms 

exceeds its earlier calculated and measured values(~ 108 c·1). . . 

In thie connection the Dubna group carried out full joint 

_analysis [10) of experimentally found [8] yields and time 

distributions of electrons and meeo-X-ray f-quanta from Xeµ-atoms 

under the assumption that there is muon transfer from the ground 
'' 4 

state of pµ-atoms to He nuclei. The analysis showed that the 

rate of muon transfer f;om pµ-atoms (in the ground state) to 4He 
~ p · 8 -1 nuclei was ~4 = (0.36±0.10)x10 s agreeing with the calculated 

He . 
value of A: [9]. 

. He 
Thus, a theoretically predicted [9] new phenomenon of 

molecular charge exchange of ground-state mu-atoms of hydrogen 

isotopes on He nuclei was experimentally found in Dubna. The 

.relation between the quantity W = w8w8 and the concentration of 
4He was also found in that experiment (WH is the probability of 

. 4 
muon capture by the hydrogen atom in the Hi+ He mixture. w8 ie the 

probability that a pµ-atom formed in the excited state will change 

to the ground state). Figure 2 shows the dependence of Won Ciie· 

w 

0.8 

0.4 

0 

)l 

0.'• 0.8 CHe 

3 

Fig. 2. Dependence of Won the 

relative atomic concentration 

of 4He. µ. Il are results of [9] 

and [6) respectively. 



After the above phenomenon 

excited states of meeohydrogen [6, 

studying these processes has greatly 

and muon'; transfer 

were found, interest 

increased, mainl·y for 

[10] 

8] 

following reasons. 

a) Knowing parameters of muon 

hydrogen isotopes both in ground and 

correctly interpret measurements 

transfer from mu-atoms 

excite'd states, · one 

of characteristics 

from 

in 

the 

of 

can 

of 

muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion (µCF) in the D2+T2 mixture and 

estimate frequency and necessity of removing.helium from the D2+T2 
mixture exposed to a muon beam. b) It is necessary to describe 

cascade transition kinetics for mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes in 

mixtures of hydrogen isotopes and helium. 

Studying µCF in pure deuterium with a high-pressure 

ionization chamber, the scientists of LINP (Gatchina) carried out 

experiments [11] to measure rates of muon transfer from dµ-atome 
3 4 d d 

to He and He 'nuclei OS and A4 ) • Measurement of these 
He He 

quantities was baaed on the method ueed·by the authors to study 

muon catalysis in deuterium [12; 13]. The deuterium-to-helium muon 

transfer rate was defined·ae a change in the slope of the time 

distribution of the first recorded dd-fueion events ~fter adding a 

certain amount of helium to deuterium. The concentration· of 
4
He 

(
3
He) in deuterium was 1.8%. The rate values resulted from the 

d 8 -1 
analysis of the experimental data were X4 = (3.68±0.1B)x10 a 

d 
and~ = 

. a ~ He 
(1.27±0.ll)x10 a (the values are reduced to the 

"He 
liquid hydrogen density). The results are in fairly good agreement 

with the calculations [9, 14, 15] performed in a simple approach 

within the frozen core model with allowance for electron shielding 

and with averaging over the Maxwell distribution of dµ-atom rates 

( see Table 1) . 

At KEK (Japan) experiments [16, 17] were. carried out 

measure rates of muon transfer 4 from dµ-atome to He nuclei. 

measuring the yield and 
d 

rate A4 was determined by 
He 

distribution of (-quanta appearing at the radiative transition 

4 

to 

The 

time 

of 

1t 

- 4 the excited mu-molecular complex [ (µ d He J] to the unbound ground 

state of a system consisting of a 4iieµ ion and a deuteron (process 

(2c)). Registration of 6.85-keV (-quanta is direct experimental 

evidence for existence of the predicted mechanism [9] for 

molecular charge exchange of mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes on He 

nuclei. The experiments J16, 17) were carried out with the same 

set-up and registration equ~pment as the experiment on 

investigation of muon-catalyzed fusion in the D
2
+T

2 
mixture [18). . d 

To determine 14 , the time distributions and yield obtained for 
lie . 

(-quanta (Et= 6.85 keV) were approximated by the following 
expressions: 

dNt 
- = N <XE.Ad q>C... e -\; 
dt µ 1 :411e -ae (3) 

d 
Nt = Nµ<XEt14 q)Cae/A; 

. lie (4) 

A = ~o + A:lle ~ 8 ; CL = Ayl(Ay+A
8

} , (5) 

where Nµ is the number of muon stops in the D
2
+4He mixture, et· is 

Si(Li)-detector.registration efficiency for 6.85-keV '(-quanta, CL 

is the radiation de-excitation probability for the {Heµd)++ 

complex,"-·, A are the rates of transitions (2c) and (2b),respec-.T e 4 4 
tively, Gae is the relative atomic concentration of He in D

2
+ He, 

q) is the D2+
4
He density reduced to the liquid hydrogen density 

22 -3 'A 6 -1 <r, = = 4.25x10 cm ), ·-e = 0.455x10 .· s is the free muon decay 
rate. 

The rate of muon transfer from dµ-atoms to 4He nuclei at T = 
= 20 K was found to be At= { 13.1±1. 2 )x108 s-1• The rate • obtained 

for muon transfer from deuterium to helium is in fairly good 

agreement with the calculations [15) performed in a simple 

approach with allowance for el~~t~on shieldi~g (see ·~able ·1). 

In Los Alamos the analysis of the experimental data [19, 20) 
' . 

on µCF in D2+T2 allowed information on rates of muon transfer from 

5 



Table 1. Experimental and. theoretical rates of muon transfer 

from mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes to He nuclei. 

Experimental conditions 
• . 8 -1 

Quantity Rate {10 s ) 

T, K qJ 0ae• % Experiment Theory· [15) 

0,04--0,05 25;48 
0,36±0,1 [10) 

0,025-0,066 16-68 

AP 300 0,03-0,04 4,7-22 · 
0,35* 4Be 0,88±0,09 [22) 

0,02 17;34 

0,006 25 0,032±0,013 [21) 

20 1,2 0,043 13,1±1,2 [16) 11,3* 

{°'' 1,8 3,68±0, 18 [11) 3,22* 

Ad 300 0,84 0,05+1,0 2,75±0,22 [23) 2,96** 
4Be 

0,008 4,8 (0,1'[6],. 

Ad { 0,1 · 1,8 1,27±0,11 q1J 1,43* 
300 

1,3** 3Be 0,45;0,6 0,04 2±1 (19;20] 

At 
3Be 

300 0,45;0,6 0,04 15,0±2,5 [19,20) 8,7* 

*•**indicate calculations in,' the simple approach within the 

frozen core and unfrozen core models with allowance for electron 

shielding and with averaging over the Maxwell distribution of 

dµ-atom rates 

dµ- and tµ-atoms to 3He nuclei in the temperature range from 50 K 

to. 400 K. There is substantial discrepancy between the 

~xperimental value of ~e and the calculations performed in a 

6 

..,. 

simple approach and one-channel approximation with and without 

electron shielding [15) {see Table 1). 

In 1988-1989 two groups carry out experiments [21, 22] on 

measurement of muon transfer rates from pµ-atoms to 4He nu?lei at 

PSI {Switzerland). In [21) the transfer rate was determined by 

analysing t-quantum yield in transition of the {Heµd)++ complex 

from the state 2pd to the state lsO {Et= 6.85 keV) measured in 

the 82(2.5 atm) + 
4
He{2.5 atm). In (22) the value of A: was found 

B 
by analysing time distributions oft-quanta with the above energy 

in the triple mixtures 82 + 50. 7% 4He + 943 ppm Ar {mixture 

pressure was P = 14.8 atm)! 82 + 34.4% 4He + 649 ppm Ar {P = 14.8 

atm). The results of these investigations are given in·Table 1. 

In 1990 an experiment (23) · was carried out in Dubna to 

measure the rate of mu~n transfer from dµ-atoma to 4He nuclei in a 

deuterium-helium mixture at a pressure of 1350 atm. · The 

parameters were measured by analysing yields 

distributions of successively registered 

induced by one muon [24): 

Ad -4 -
He 

[<¾""At)-{ 1-W)q>Addµ+C 1-W) {A1-\) J/1
8
q>; 

Ai = \+Cen+wd-enCtld)f3qJAddµ; 

dd-fusion 

¾ = 1v<en ~d-enwd )Wf}q>Addµ+{ l-W)q>Addµ+1e(JJA~/ 
l .'. ~ .: "k ,: 

'l)~/He = { N!/Ne )D/He; ~ = 

W = WDWo = 'lJ~/He¾/'lJ~l; 

1 

r::·r = 
e f}q>A e -Alt. 

n ddµ • 

{Nl/N )D· 
D e ' 

7 

transfer 

and time 

neutrons 

( 6) 

( 7) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

( 10) 

( 11) 



[
dN!]D/lle 
;:- = we..t3cpAddµ~-J.,t; ( 12) 

where · (N
1 

)D,D/lle, ( N! )D,D/lle are the numbers of muon decay 

electrons and first registered neutrons measured in pure deuterium 

and D2+
4He respectively; (jl is the n2+

4He density with respect to 

the liquid hydrogen density; w0 is the probability of muon capture 

by the deuterium atom in the n
2
+4He mixture; w8 is the probability 

that. a dJL-atom.formed in the excited state will change to the 

ground state; l)~, ,fi!B•. are the yields of the first registered 

neutrons (per.muon stopped in the target) in experiments with pure 

deuterium. and n2+
4He respectively; Al, Ji, are slopes of time 

distributions of the first registered neutrons in exposures with 

n2 and D2+
4He; e

8 
is the neutron registration efficiency of the 

experimental set-up; Wd is the probability of muon sticking to the 
3He nucleus resulted from the dd-fusion reaction (Wd = 0.122±0.003 

[12]); ti is the relative probability of dd-fusionwith production 

of a neutron (ti== 0.58 [12]); A~µ is the ·rate for formation of 

ddµ-molecules [12,25]; C.. is the helium concentration .. A scheme -ue . 4 . 
of mu-atomic and mu-molecular processes in the D2+ He mixture is 

given in Fig.3.The experimental lay-out is shown in Fig. 4. The 
-4 -2 helium concentration ranged from 5x10 to 10 ;,As an example, in 

Fig. 5 there are time distributions of the first registered 

neutrons measured in the experiments with pure deuterium and with 4 . .. . . : . . 
D2+ He <Cue = 0.31%). Values of w8 were determined for each 

exposure with D2+
4He by substituting the values of ,fi, l)~/B•, Ai, 

Ji, to expression (11). The processing of all the data resulted in 

At = (2. 75±0.22)x108 s·I. 

8 

Fig. 3. Scheme of mu-atomic and 

mu-molecular processes in the 
4 D2+ He mixture. 

\ 

.~ 
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Fig. 4. Experimental lay-out: 

1-5 - scintillation detectors; 

C"2-stopping filter; M-tar

get; NE-213-neutron detectors. 

,cf..-----------

10
3 

</l ,a2 
c 
:, 
0 u 

10 

4.0 60 
Time (fas) 

Fig.5. Time distribution of. the 

first registered neutrons from 

the dd-fusion reaction: !-expe

riment with pure deuterium; 2 -

experiment with D2+
4He <Cue= 

0.31%); solid lines show the 

fitting. 

The boundary values of w1 corresponding to the minimum and maximum 
4He concentrations were found at a 90% confidence level: 

The values 

results of 

-3 
w,ceu,=0.5·10 ) ) 0.96, -2 

w,ceue=10 ) ,i, 0.90 

d 
derived .. for A4ee and w8 are in . a'!reement 

calculations [15] and [26, 27] respectively. 

with the 

Table 1 lists the results of all experimental measurements of 

muon transfer rates from. mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes to He 

nuclei carried out by now. 

Comparison of the experimental results obtained allow the 

following conclusions. 

9 



Bi+ 4He m:Lxture 

1. The difference between the results 

(3.6±0.l)xl07 s-1) and (21] (0.32±0.13)><107 s-1) can 

now. Since there is a predissociation channel for 

complex in the excited state 2p0 

be 

the 

of (10] 

explained 
(Heµd)++ 

(HµHe)* - Heµ+ H. ( 13} 

(considered in detail in (28-30]). one must introduce a correction 

t to the value of (A: )' obtained in (21]. This correction is 
He 

derived from the analysis of the yield of 6.85-keV t~quanta 

r = yc~+\+Ap> F:J 0,07, ( 14} 

where AP is the rate of process (13); ~• Ae = 0.15~ are 

rates of processes (2c) and·(2b) respectively (Ap• ~• A
8 

calculated in (28-30]). Since the authors of (21] determined 

with ~ = ~/(~+ A
8

) = 0.85 (without allowance for 

predissociation channel), one can get a correct value of A: 
He 

expression (4): 

AP 
4ee 

0,85 , 
F:J -- (AP ) 

r 4ee 
= (0,39±0.16)xlJ -1 

S • 

the 

are 
AP 

4He 
the 

from 

This value is seen to be in good agreement with the result of 

[10]. As to the .. discrepancy between (10] and (22]. its nature has 
not been clarified by now. 

.Q2+ 4He m_ixture 

d 1. The difference between the A, values derived in. (16, 17] 
. 'He 

from analysis of the time distribution of 6.85-keV '(-quanta (A~
1

= 

= ( 13. l±l.2)xl0
8 

s-1
) and of their yield ( (A: )' = 6. 7±1.3)x108 

He 

IO 

-1 . 
s ) is also eliminated by the correction t = 0.49 (28-30] to 
(Ad )' . 

~ d 
2. The difference between the data of (10] A~= (2.75±0.22) 

x108 s·1) and [11] (A~ = (3.68±0.18)x108 s-1) cannot be 

explained at present. 

3. There is an explanation for'the value of the ratio Rr = 
D/He D2+4ife 

Yt .. /Yt = 0. 082 found in [ 31] from analysis of the 

experimental data with allowance for the predissociation mechanism 

D/lle D2+4ife 
[28-30] (Yt • Yt are the 
experiments with D2+3ite and 

calculated values of 71. • A,r, A 
. P. 1 e 

Rt ~s about 0.10. 

yields of 6.85-keV '(-quanta 

D2+
4He respectively). With 

[28-30], the calculated value 

, 3 
T.1+ He mixture 

' 

in 

the 

of 

To compare calculation results 

experimental~ correctly. one must 
He 

with indirectly obtained 

analyse the experimental 

data [19, 20] with allowance for muon transfer from excited 

tµ-atoms to 3He. 

All the results listed in Table 1 are ~he rates of muon 

transfer from pµ-. dµ- and tµ-atoms in the ground state to 3He and 
4He nuclei. 

As mentioned above. particular attention should be given to 

the points related to kinetics of excited mesohydrogen in mixtures 

of hydrogen isotopes and helium. It is difficul~ to distinguish 

experimentally between the process of muon capture by the hydr~gen 

isotope atoms (formation of muon atoms of hydrogen isotopes) in 

mixtures like "2+ He. D2+ He. T2+ He and the process of their 

subsequent charge exchange in excited states on He nuclei. There 

is practically no experimental data on these processes, while 

theoretical information is incomplete. ambiguous, and thus should 

be specified and refined. A characteristic of the processes of 

11 



muon capture and muon transfer from excited states of 

mesohydrogen to He nuclei is the quantity W = = w
8
w

1
. The quantity 

Be 
w1 = qls, which characterises population of the mesohydrogen 

ground state with allowance for muon transfer from an excited 

mesoatom to helium, depends on the target density, helium 

concentration and, generally speaking, on the, energy of the 

excited mesoatom. In (26) a cascade of excited mesohydrogen in a 

mixture of hydrogen isotopes and helium was considered and a 

method was proposed for determining the rate of muon transfer from 

excited mesohydrogen to helium and the probability of muon capture 
by the hydrogen ~sotopes. 

The authors of (32) employed this technique (26) to analyse 
' . 

the data from the experiment (8) and determine the rate of muon 
4 . . . transfer from excited pµ-atoms to He nuclei. Using the values of 

W = w8w8 (8) found for different pressures and He concentrations 4 . ' 

in the hydrogen-helium mixture and the calculated values of Wi! 
(W8= 1/(1 + A1J; A = 1.7±0.2 is the ratio of stopping 

capabilities of He and H atoms averaged over the data of (7, 33, 

34)), the authors of (32) determined w
8 

values for the conditions 

of each of 9 exposures.in the experiment [8]. On approximating the 
He • 

values obtained for w8 = q11 by the expression (32], which 

reflects dependence of the pµ-atom ground state population on the 
4
He concentration, B:i+

4
He density and partial rates ~:) of muon 

transfer from excited states with 2 ( n ( 5 (initial population of 

then= 5 state was taken to be 1 because Auger de-excitation 
rates of mesohydrogen in states with n > 5 considerably exceed 
muon transfer rates to helium), the authors of (32] estimated At! 
to be 

Al3l = {2±7)xl0
19 

s-1; Al41 .= (16±13)xl011 s-1; 
~ ' He 

At = (75±60)xl011 s-l 

Such large errors in determination of the sought-for quantities 

, .12 

mainly arise from statistical errors in measurements [8]. It 

should be mentioned that the following assumptions were made in 

(32] for consideration of the pµ-atom cascade scheme: 

1) the rate of muon transfer from states with a certain n and 

different orbital quantum numbers 1 is the same; 

2) there is no difference in external Auger effect cross 
4 . 

sections for He and H atoms; 

3) the rate of muon transfer from excited states of pµ-atoms 

does not depend on their energy; 

was made 4) concerning n = 2 states, 

mesohydrogen charge exchange on 4He 

allowance 

nuclei 

corresponding to attraction of 

Insensitivity of q~ to 

conditions [8] is due.to small 

a pµ-atom and 

from the state 

a 4He nucleus .. 

only 

2s 

~;•l under the experimental 

initial population of the 2s-state 

and a small absolute value of ~!s). Having analysed all the 

available data, we formulate the programme for further study of 

kinetics of mu-atomic and mu-molecular processes in mixtures of 

hydrogen isotopes and helium. 
-4 -2 

1. Experiments with D2+He (q> = 0.05-1.0, 18 = 10 -5xl0 ) 
-4 -2 and T

2
+He ((p ( 0.2, 1, .= 10 -5x10 ) mixtures will allow one to 

determine q~ with high_precision, to refine the calculated values 

of muon transfer rates from excited states of dµ- and tµ-atoms .to 

He nuclei and to define more exactly the scheme of cascade 

transitions in mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes. 

2. Using the given cascade scheme and carrying out 

experiments with D2+He and T2+He at higher He concentrations, one 

can find the probability of muon capture by the deuterium and 

tritium with a fairly good accuracy, which entails determination 

of A to an accuracy of 2-4%. 

3. Experiments with D2+He and T2+He at smaller 

q> ( 10-5 and higher He concentrations will allow one to 

densities 

determine 

and _to 

2s- and 

muon .transfer rates from dµ- and tµ-atoms in the 2s-state 

get,information on energy distribution of mu-atoms in 

2p-states. Using the theoretical dependence of ~) on the energy 

of mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes, and experimentally obtained 

13 



lie · values of q11 , one can get information on-energy distribution of 
hydrogen mu-atoms during their de-excitation. 

4. Using the experimentally found rates of muon transfer from 

dµ- and tµ-atoms in excited states to-He nuclei and the refined 

algorithm for calculation of these rates, one can calculate the 
rates of muon transfer from pµ-atoms to helium nuclei. 

5. Carrying out experiments with widely varying densities and 

He concentrations and analysing the data with calculated values of 

J{:1, one can find the probability of muon capture by the hydrogen 
and the value of A. 

6. Comparison of A values foun_d in experiments with 1½+He, 

D2+He and T2+He will allow an answer to the question if there 
exists isotopic dependence of the probability of muon capture by 

the hydrogen isotope atoms. 

7. At least two series of experiments (for the same ~ and 

Gire> with the 1½+He, D2+He and T2+He gas mixtures must be carried 
out at different temperatures to confirm temperature dependence of 
the muon transfer rate from mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes in the 

ground state to He nuclei. 

8. To get more exact. information on 7{;11 and on energy 
distribution of mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes in then= 2 states, 
one must experimentally measure K-line intensities of delayed 

meso~X-radiation· from mesohydrogen (radiative transition 2p - 2s 

following the Stark transition 2s - 2p) and mesohelium. These 

experiments should be carried out at 
-5 hydrogen-helium mixture (~ ~ 10 ) 

concentrations (Ciie) 0.5). 

small densities of 
and fairly large 

the 

He 

9. Investigations with the 1½+He, D2+He and T2+He mixtures at 
different temperatures (20 K ~ T ~ 5000 K), densities and He 
concentrations will probably allow one· to get information on 
contributions of resonant and nonresonant' ·mechanisms to molecular 

charge exchange of hydrogen isotope mesoatoms· on helium _nucleL 
The author is grateful to· VaB.Belyaev, A.Bertin; A.Vitale, 

0.I~Kartavtsev, A.V.Kravtsov, V.A.Stolupin and J.Wozniak for 
helpful and fruitful discussions. 
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BnICTPHU.KHH B.M. 
IIepexBaT MIOOHOB OT MIOOHHl,IX aTOMOB H30TOIIOB Bop;opop;a 
K .sIJU)aM He. CTaTyc H npep;.71o)KeHH.s1 

El-93-451 

IlpHBO,IJ;HTC.sI o6cy)K,IJ;eHHe H cpaBHeHHe Bceii COBOKYnHOCTH pe3yJihTaTOB 
SKCnepHMeHTOB no HCCJiep;oBaHHIO .sIBJieHH.sI nepexBaTa MIOOHOB OT µ-aTOMOB 
H30TOilOB BOp;opop;a K .srp;paM reJIH.sI. IIpep;JIO)KeHa nporpaMMa ,IJ;aJibHeiinmx HC
CJiep;oBaHHH p;aHHOro .sIBJieHH.sI C IJ,eJibIO' nonytJeHH.sI 6onee TOlJHOH H ,IJ;eTaJibHO:U 
HHlpOpMaIJ,HH O xapaKTepHCTHKax µ-aTOMHhIX H µ-MOJieKyJI.sipHbIX npou,eccoB, 
npOHCXO,IJ;SIIIJ;HX B CMec.srx H30TOilOB Bop;opop;a H reJIH.sI. 

Pa6oTa BbIIlOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH .srp;epHhIX npo6JieM 00:.s:10:. 

IlpenpHHT 061.e,n11HeHHOl'O HHCTJ,fyYTa ll,nepHhlX J,!Ccne,nosaHJ,fH, ,!fy6Ha, 1993 

Bystritsky V.M. 
Muon Transfer from Muonic Atoms of Hydrogen Isotopes 
to He Nuclei. Status and Proposals 

El-93-451 

All experimental data on muon transfer from µ-atoms 9f hydrogen isotopes 
to helium nuclei are discussed and compared. The program of further 
investigations is proposed so as to get more accurate and detailed information 
on characteristics of µ-atomic and µ-molecular processes in mixtures of 
hydrogen and helium isotopes. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR. 
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